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FiLL iN THE BLANK 
STORiES

Fill in the blanks with the 

correct part of speech and 

create a silly story.
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FiLL iN THE BLANK STORY
Fill in the blanks with the correct parts of speech for a silly story.

“Life on the Farm”

By: ________________

__________ (name of a person) lives on a farm 

with ___________, ___________, and 

___________. (name of 3 people) On the farm, 

they have a ____________ (adjective)  pig, two 

___________ (animal) , ____ (number) hens, and 

__________ (animal). During the day, he 

_____________ (verb) out the stalls and 

brushes the _____________ (animal) . After 

dinner, he brings the pigs ___________ 

(food). At the end of the day, Ned is 

_______________ (feeling) ! He goes straight 

to _______________ (place). 
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FiLL iN THE BLANK STORY
Fill in the blanks with the correct parts of speech for a silly story.

“Seasons”

By: ________________

There are ______ (number) seasons in the year. 

In the fall, the weather is ___________ (adjective) 

and _________ (adjective). The __________ (part of a plant) 

change colors and kids go back to 

_____________ (place). In the winter, the weather is 

very ________ (adjective) . Bundle up in your heavy 

_________, _________, and ___________ (3 pieces of 

clothing)! In the spring, the trees begin to g row 

back their __________ (color) leaves and the 

flowers ____________ (verb). The weather is 

__________ (adjective) . The __________ (animal) buzz 

through the air. In the summer, the weather is 

__________ (adjective) ! Cool off from the sun by 

___________ (verb with –ing) in the ___________ (place)!
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FiLL iN THE BLANK STORY
Fill in the blanks with the correct parts of speech for a silly story.

“The Game”

By: ________________

__________ (name) likes to _____________ (verb) 

basketball. He is the star on ______________ (team 

name). He can ____________ (verb) down the court 

and ____________ (verb) the ball very fast. He can 

shoot the ____________ (thing) in the hoop. He 

likes to __________ (verb) from the three-point 

line. One time in a game, the score was tied 

and there was _______ (number) seconds left on the 

clock. Ted ____________ (verb) the ball and 

___________ (verb) it down the court. He 

____________ (verb). ___________ (sound effect)! He 

scores! _____________ (team name) won the game!
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FiLL iN THE BLANK STORY
Fill in the blanks with the correct parts of speech for a silly story.

“Dancing”

By: ________________

_______________ (name) likes to dance. When she 

dances, she ______________ (verb) and 

____________ (verb). In dance class, they learned 

how to _____________ (verb) in a ___________ (shape) 

on one leg. Her teacher told them to go 

_____________ (place) and practice. On their way 

home, ____________ (name)’s mom stopped at the 

_____________ (place). While they were shopping, 

_____________ (name) began to dance. She 

_____________ (verb- past tense). She ___________ (verb-

past tense). Then, she ____________ (verb- past tense) on 

one leg. __________ (sound effect)! Oh no! Beth fell 

into a pile of _____________ (things)!
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FiLL iN THE BLANK STORY
Fill in the blanks with the correct parts of speech for a silly story.

“The Race”

By: ________________

_________ (1st name) likes to race. He likes to 

race on his __________ (vehicle) with his pals, 

__________ (2nd name) and ________ (3rd name). 

One day, ___________ (3rd name) dared 

____________ (1st name) to race him down a 

_______ (adjective) hill near __________ (place). 

_________ (1st name) was a little ______ (emotion), 

but he wanted to be brave in front of his 

friends. ”Let’s do it,” said ________ (1st name). 

They started at the top of the 

___________ (place) and raced to the 

bottom. __________ (1st name) was the 

_______ (adjective + -est). He won! 


